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My Experience with R and IRMy Experience with R and IR
• Joined IR profession in 1990
• Worked as Research Analyst, then 

IR Director (1990-03)
• Became faculty member (2003 -- )
• Published journal articles and book 

chapters throughout career
• Editorial appointments with two 

AIR-sponsored journals (New 
Directions for Institutional Research, 
Research in Higher Education)

• Immediate Past President of AIR



Main Themes for PlenaryMain Themes for Plenary
1. Trend has been for IR to pay 

less attention to research 
aspect of work
– Increased time demands
– Changing nature of profession

2. Important to renew 
commitment to research
– Take a broad view of “research”
– Apply research skills to address 

wide range of IR problems 



Origins of IROrigins of IR
• Profession founded 50 years 

ago in the United States
• Combination of:

– Administrative need to track and 
report what colleges do

– Academic need to better 
understand what colleges do

• Goal: IR is where researchers 
and practitioners meet and 
learn from each other
– Field included an important group 

of researchers and academics



Some Prominent Researchers in IRSome Prominent Researchers in IR
Student Issues:
•Alexander Astin
•George Kuh
•Robert Pace
•Ernie Pascarella
•Pat Terenzini
Faculty Issues:
•William Becker
•Marianne Ferber
•Gerry McLaughlin

Institutional Issues:
•Trudy Banta
•Howard Bowen
•Steve Hoenack 
•Larry Leslie
•Fred Volkwein
General Issues:
•Marvin Peterson
•Gary Pike
•John Smart
•Sidney Suslow



IR Then (1960sIR Then (1960s--1990s)1990s)
• Stressed data collection and 

reporting
– Mainframe systems made this a major 

task
• IR viewed by campuses as suppliers 

of data
– IR was a support and not a leadership 

function: worked “behind the scenes”
– IR not asked for advice on how to use 

data for decision making
• Small but important subset of IR 

dedicated to using data for 
research purposes



IR Now (2000s +)IR Now (2000s +)
• Increased demands for data 

reporting
– Internal and external

• Large role in responding to 
calls for accountability and 
assessment

• Greater involvement in 
institutional leadership
– More prominence in institutions
– Asked to help decision makers 

figure out how to use data, and 
not simply supply data 



Why Has Research Declined in IR?Why Has Research Declined in IR?
1. More time needed for 

reporting = Less time 
available for research

2. Increasing complexity of 
research methods

3. Growth of IR in less research-
intensive institutions

4. More diverse backgrounds 
of IR professionals = Less 
consensus on research



What is What is ““ResearchResearch””??
• “The Research are a band from Wakefield, 

England. The members are: Russell 'The Disaster' 
Searle, Georgia Lashbrook, and Sarah Williams.”

• “Systematic investigation to establish facts”
(wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn)

• “Diligent inquiry or examination to seek or revise 
facts, principles, theories, applications, et cetera; 
laborious or continued search after truth”
(en.wiktionary.org/wiki/research)

• “Any systematic investigation…with the intent to 
develop or contribute scholarly, generalizable 
knowledge”(https://irb.llnl.gov/pdfs/SOP_3.pdf)
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(Source: http://www.dbskeptic.com/2008/03/25/faith-versus-the-scientific-method/.  Modified by R. 
Toutkoushian)



A Broader Definition of A Broader Definition of 
Research in IRResearch in IR

• “Using Research in IR” can 
mean more than doing a 
traditional research study
– Using data/facts to answer 

questions
– Finding out what else has been 

done on a topic (“lit review”)
– Ensuring that the right evidence is 

used to answer questions
– Answering the “real question” as 

well as the “stated question”



Addressing the Real (Why) QuestionsAddressing the Real (Why) Questions
Stated Question (can be 

answered by data):
1. How many courses did 

faculty teach last year?

2. How do the number of 
student applications this 
year compare to last 
year?

Real Question (can be 
answered by research):

1. Why aren’t faculty 
teaching more courses?

2. Why did fewer students 
apply to our institution 
this year?

An IR office should strive to answer both of 
these types of questions.



Example 1: Pay DiscriminationExample 1: Pay Discrimination
• Faculty salaries in the USA are not 

set by pay scales  
– More freedom to pay higher 

salaries to attract faculty
– Can introduce large variations in 

pay across individuals
– Concern that universities may 

discriminate against women
• In 2008-09, average salary for male 

faculty ($79,706) was 21% higher 
than for female faculty ($65,638)



Example 1 (contExample 1 (cont’’d)d)
• Stated question: What are 

the average salaries for 
male and female faculty?

• Real question: Are female 
faculty treated in an unfair 
manner with regard to their 
compensation?



Research Approach to Pay Research Approach to Pay 
DiscriminationDiscrimination
• Use previous studies and theory to identify 

factors that affect salaries and help define 
“comparable” faculty

Males Females $ Diff % Diff

All Ranks $79,706 $65,638 $14,068 21%

Full Professor $106,759 $91,522 $15,237 17%

Associate Professor $75,634 $70,375 $5,259 7%

Assistant Professor $63,726 $59,286 $4,440 7% Some portion 
of average 
pay difference 
is due to rank 
differences
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Example 2: Student RetentionExample 2: Student Retention
• Stated Question: How does our institution’s (U 

New England) retention or progress rate 
compare to institutions in the same region? 

Institution
Crude Progress Rate –

Commencing 
Undergraduates 2000

U New England 77%
U Newcastle 88%
U Sydney 87%
U Western Sydney 80%
U Wollongong 87%

Source: Department of Education, Science, and Training (DEST).  C:\Documents and Settings\ihe\Local 
Settings\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\MAC7O6ON\crude_progress.htm



Example 2: Student RetentionExample 2: Student Retention
• Real Question 1: Why is our progress rate lower 

than that of other institutions in the same 
region?

• Real Question 2: Why are students leaving our 
institution and what can we do about it? 

• Without data, often left to anecdotal 
explanations:
– Trustee: “The son of a friend of mine left U New 

England because it was not challenging enough.”
– Parent: “The University raised tuition yet again last 

year, and retention went down.”



Research Approach to RetentionResearch Approach to Retention

• Use theory (e.g., Tinto, Bean) and empirical 
studies to identify possible factors that might 
affect student progression

• Analyze existing data on students to 
determine if institutional factors are 
correlated w/progression

• Collect new data via surveys if necessary
• Ensure research design includes those who 

stayed and those who left
• Communicate results to policy makers 



Recommendations for IRRecommendations for IR

1. Invest time in keeping 
current on research

– Read journals, books
– Sharpen research skills
– Attend research-

oriented sessions at 
conferences



Recommendations for IR (contRecommendations for IR (cont’’d)d)
2. Review Basics of 

Experimental Design
– Need to properly compare 

those affected by policy with 
those who were not

– How to control for selection
– Helpful for evaluating policies
– Useful for understanding 

common statistics in IR
– Growing area of interest in 

higher education research



Recommendations for IR (contRecommendations for IR (cont’’d)d)

3. Take the R from IR outside 
of your campus

– Share work with colleagues
– Publish work in books, 

journals, newsletters, etc.
– Communicate with policy 

makers and agencies that 
affect higher education 
(e.g., Australian Council for 
Education Research)



Initiatives at AIRInitiatives at AIR
1. Sponsor research grants

– Emphasis on applied research
2. Track for “Scholarly Papers”
3. Opportunities for members to 

develop research skills
– Webinars, Institutes, workshops

4. Publishing opportunities
– Journals, monographs, books

5. Reach out to faculty and 
graduate students


